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ABSTRACT 

One of the problems commonly associated with Three-Wheeled Vehicles (TWVs) is that 

of overturning during maneuvers. This reputation is largely anecdotal and there is little 

quantitative statistical or vehicle dynamics evidence in the public domain to support this 

assumption. Rollover investigation for a TWV using standard rollover maneuvers has not 

been reported earlier in literature. The first aim of the dissertation is to fill the gap in 

analysis in this area. 

Most of the safety features have been researched and developed for four-wheelers. There 

is need to investigate the TWVs for safety related aspects to come up with useful data, 

which could be analyzed for improving TWV design and this forms the second aim of the 

dissertation. 

A spatial six degrees of freedom mathematical model of a TWV has been constructed. 

The rigid body model of TWV includes a suspension, compliant tires and can account for 

lateral forces due to cornering stiffness and rolling resistance at the tire-road interface. 

The mathematical methodology presented integrates the Newton-Euler equations 

explicitly without linearisation and hence valid for large displacement analysis. Using the 

ordinary differential equations solver in MATLAB®, the equations of motion for rigid 

body simulation of TWV have been solved. The heave mode of the mathematical model 

is validated against the experimental results of bump pass problem and the lateral steady 

state behavior is validated by simulation of steady state circular test. 

The rollover stability analysis has been carried out using the hybrid simulation approach, 

in which the wheel lift is detected through the rigid body simulations and the post wheel 

lift simulations have been conducted using finite element software, PAM-CRASHTM. The 

rigid body rollover maneuvers simulated use the standardized procedures that are 

consistent with National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) light vehicle 
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rollover research program. The two-wheel lift phenomenon in case of experimentation is 

replaced by the reaction at the inner wheel approaching to zero. This has been used as the 

rollover threshold. The state variables at the rollover threshold, is an initial input to the 

finite element model of TWV. 

The inner wheel lift occurs in NHTSA J-turn at a velocity of 6.83 m/s and in Road Edge 

Recovery maneuver at 7.61 m/s. However, TWV does not rollover to its side except in 

unusual circumstances like a depression faced by front wheel while negotiating a turn 

with high rate of steer. During the roll of the TWV body, the bottom portion of the front 

shield acts like an outrigger, that is, it hits the ground and the wheels restore the contact 

with the ground. 

To analyze rollover safety of TWV occupants, the IS/ISO standards have been used to 

model the clearance envelopes for occupants and to conduct the static tests on protective 

structure of TWV. The acceptance standard for protective structure is that no structural 

part should intrude into the clearance envelopes during loading. A safe design of the 

TWV structure with addition of some structural members and strengthening of existing 

members leads to an increase in the mass of TWV by about 33% of its overall mass. 

The sensitivity analysis of center of gravity location in longitudinal vertical plane, 

varying number of passengers and varying size of TWV has been evaluated with respect 

to rollover stability. If the centre of gravity moves downwards and rearwards, the rollover 

stability improves. A TWV with a driver and a passenger at the middle of passenger seat 

is the optimum loading in case of varying number of passengers. A TWV with the track 

width 1.44 m, wheelbase 2 m and a row of backward facing passengers is the better scale-

up configuration from rollover perspective. 
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